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Abstract
The Multi-Object Spectrograph for Infrared Exploration (MOSFIRE) achieved first light on the W. M. Keck 
Observatory’s Keck I telescope on 4 April 2012 and quickly became the most popular Keck I instrument. One of the 
primary reasons for the instrument’s popularity is that it uses a configurable slitmask unit developed by the Centre Suisse
d’Electronique et Microtechnique (CSEM SA) to isolate the light from up to 46 objects simultaneously. In collaboration
with the instrument development team and CSEM engineers, the Keck observatory staff present how MOSFIRE is 
successfully used, and we identify what contributed to routine and trouble free nighttime operations.   
Keywords: spectrometer, near-infrared, multi-object, Configurable Slit Unit, MOSFIRE, W. M. Keck Observatory, 
efficient night operations 
1. INTRODUCTION  
MOSFIRE is the multi-object spectrograph and wide-field infrared camera at the W. M. Keck Observatory. This large 
vacuum-cryogenic instrument is located in a rotating module at the Keck I Cassegrain focus. The resolving power of 
MOSFIRE for a 0.7ʺ (~3 pixels) slit on the sky is R~3500, and spectroscopy can be performed in the Y, J, H or K bands.
A unique feature of MOSFIRE is the cryogenic Configurable Slit Unit (CSU) developed in collaboration with the Swiss
Center for Electronics and Microtechnology (CSEM)1. The CSU allows observers to create slit masks over the 6.1ʹ x 6.1ʹ 
field of view (FOV) using 46 pairs of bars that move in from each side. Each bar can traverse the entire 267 mm field of
view, and each bar carries a precision knife-edge that acts as one half of a slit. The standard slit length associated with 
each bar is 7.1ʺ, but bars can be stacked to produce longer slits up to the full extent of the field. Boxes used for alignment
stars during set-up can be reconfigured on the fly back to narrow slits for science targets, and the entire pattern of slits 
can be reconfigured under computer control in less than six minutes. No thermal cycling of the large vacuum chamber is 
needed. When the bars are fully retracted, and the diffraction grating is switched to a mirror, MOSFIRE becomes a wide-
field imager. Other features of MOSFIRE include a separate offset guider and calibration unit, a heated double entrance
window to prevent condensation, a tip-tilt flexure compensation system, a double filter wheel, a rotating Lyot stop, and a
grating turret with two fixed stops for repeatable positioning. The detector is a Teledyne 2K x 2K H2-RG with a cutoff 
wavelength of 2.5 microns, which is operated by a SIDECAR ASIC.  
MOSFIRE was developed by teams from the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), the California Institute of 
Technology (CIT) and the University of California, Santa Cruz, (UCSC). The Co-Principal Investigators were Ian S. 
McLean (UCLA) and Charles C. Steidel (CIT), and the optical design was led by Harland Epps (UCSC). In sheer size, 
mass and complexity, MOSFIRE was one of the most challenging cryogenic infrared spectrographs ever attempted.
After more than seven years in development, MOSFIRE was delivered to the Keck Observatory on February 8, 2012 and
“first light” on the Keck 1 telescope was obtained on April 4, 2012. Requirements and design details for MOSFIRE were 
described in McLean et al. (2010)2, and the performance of the detector and the as-built instrument, based on early
commissioning results was presented in Kulas, McLean, and Steidel (2012)3 and McLean et al. (2012)4. These papers 
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• The MOSFIRE Desktop is a Java platform that contains all status and control GUIs for the instrument, with the 
exception of MAGMA. This very integrated design ensures that there is never a doubt in the observer’s mind 
whether all the software is running or not, and it also keeps the local display desktop clean and well-organized. 
In addition, the desktop layout of the sub GUIs is easily reconfigured using layout specification files. 
• Coordinated instrument moves are completed with just one click on the “observing mode” sub GUI on the 
MOSFIRE desktop.  With one click, observers are able to configure the grating, filter, and pupil, and this saves 
time at night. 
• Status GUIs for motion control provide clear indications for each mechanism and for exposure control.  
• Errors in motions are clearly displayed. 
• The exposure control sub GUI within the MOSFIRE desktop provides an excellent estimate of the “time to 
complete” all observations, including overheads, which were updated after the first observing semester. The 
exposure status GUI does a wonderful job of indicating the progress of a current exposure sequence via 
progress meters for the current exposure, dither pattern, and the number of repeats.  
• Functions for aborting at any time during an exposure sequence are robust and may be used to time aborts when 
exposures are complete.  
• The MOSFIRE code re-uses software common to all Keck multi-object spectrographs for slitmask alignment, 
making it much easier to cross train observers on multiple instruments. 
• The utility DS9 is used for real time image display. This is beneficial because the observatory’s other multi-
object spectrographs both use DS9 for data display; again, cross-training on these instrument is improved. 
MOSFIRE uses DS9 to overlay bar positions in imaging mode and automatically displays three frames: a raw 
image, a differenced A-B subtraction image for all observing modes, and an optional third frame for a mosaic 
image when multiple pointings are used during dithering in imaging mode. The overlays, and the other two 
frames, are critical tools in assessing CSU bar positions and have been essential tools at night for quick looks at 
the data as well as troubleshooting. 
• The MOSFIRE team included a very narrow band filter originally intended for imaging science. This filter has 
turned out to be useful for aligning bright stars because it minimizes flux and mitigates charge persistence from 
over illumination. We typically use this filter when aligning calibration stars of 7-9th magnitude on a long slit. 
Although there were very few deficiencies in the code on delivery, afternoon and on-sky experience was essential to 
fine-tune the software. Below, we list the most prominent aspects of the user interfaces that were improved to reduce lost 
time on the sky, and ease minor observer frustrations. Again the flexibility built into the GUI code as well as the ability 
to script complex sequences using keywords was instrumental in quick software improvements. 
• MOSFIRE was delivered with a calibration GUI and scripts designed to automate acquisitions of arcs and flats 
for a set of CSU mask configurations. Automating a set of calibrations frees observers and reduces mistakes, 
and this is a common tool made available for most Keck instruments. As observers started calibrating multiple 
masks daily, the Keck staff learned how to make the software bullet-proof, and after the first semester of 
operation, the code was re-written to make it more robust and to take advantage of a an improved dome lamp 
illumination system installed a year later that was designed with MOSFIRE spectroscopic flats in mind.  
• The grating, filter wheels, and pupil stop are controlled via a coordinated keyword that initiates motion for those 
three mechanisms. Over time the, support staff wrote and updated scripts to handle properly all possible status 
events reported by the mechanism servers in order to assess when all motions were complete and the 
mechanisms were in position. It required two years of on-sky experience to develop the mechanism control 
scripts fully, in part because different status outputs kept being discovered. Good status-handling is an essential 
component for many scripts, including the calibration software, and it has been very robust despite discovering 
an additional transitional status this past April. 
• An umbrella keyword server, designated as the global server, was implemented as the point of contact between 
all clients (keyword calls and GUIs). Sub-servers that feed information to the global server functioned well on 
delivery, but it took a year to troubleshoot and improve the global server itself to make it as robust as possible 
for routine night operations at the telescope. The global server could block information flow and would 
occasionally fill up its message queue. Although the time to recover from these errors was relatively small (< 5 
min), the frequency of problems in the first year demanded that we solve this problem, and we have. 
After commissioning, the observing community quickly challenged both the Keck support staff and the MOSFIRE team 
to create additional tools that improved on-sky efficiencies, and better accommodated their science programs. Again, the 
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ambient dome temperatures. The corners appear dark in imaging mode because there is a field stop in the focal plane; the 
full array is used in spectroscopic mode.  
From the open position, bars move efficiently by first engaging a ratchet for all bars on the right hand side of the FOV 
and then releasing the brakes for all bars simultaneously. The bars then move one coarse step (four teeth pitch) and then 
the brakes engage and the ratchets release to move back one coarse step. This cyclic process repeats itself until one or 
more of the bars are within one coarse step of their final position, at which point, the bars are dropped from the coarse 
positioning sequence. Coarse positioning continues for right hand side bars until all bars are near their final destination. 
The coarse positioning is then completed for the left hand set of bars. For fine positioning, the software moves bars 
serially to slowly move the bars to their final destination. Again, all fine motion is completed for the right hand bars first, 
and then the process repeats for the left hand set. Moving from an “open” configuration to a user-designed slit mask 
configuration takes approximately 4.5 min. For a more complete description of the CSU see Spanoudakis et al. (2008)1.  
The second movie (right) captures a sequence of bar motions when going from a science mask with 0.7ʺ wide slits to an 
alignment mask for a new target field; this configuration change is more typical during night time observing. For the 
alignment mask, most slits are positioned with widths of 0.7ʺ but five of the slits are configured as 4.0ʺ wide alignment 
boxes. The motion of the bars in the second video is running at twice normal speed. First, bars are fine positioned to the 
nearest coarse step that will enlarge the slit width. Depending on the current position of the bars and how bars may be 
grouped in subsets, the initial fine motion starts with either the left or right bar in a slit pair.  In the video, most of the top 
third of the slits open to the right initially while the slits in the middle of the mask open to the left. Then the other side of 
the slit pairs are fine tuned to the nearest coarse step position. In some cases, this has the effect of closing off a slit, while 
in others the slit opens a little more. Then, subsets of bars are coarse positioned. For a slit pair, the bar nearest to the final 
location is positioned first. If the new location of a slit pair is to the left of the current location, the left bar undergoes 
coarse and fine positioning before the right bar. The process of reconfiguring all bars from a new mask requires about 
4.5 minutes.  
Between September 2012 (start of regular science operations) and April 2016 (anniversary of first light), 7,374 different 
mask configurations were completed as recorded by the FITS header information. Out of those 7,374 masks, most are 
either multi-object science masks or the alignment mask that is paired with it (2,845 x 2). Other masks configurations are 
used for focusing the telescope, imaging the field, acquiring standards, or initializing the mechanism. On consecutive 
nights, the same mask may be configured for science use, but because bar positioning is so repeatable, calibration files 
are only acquired once per run, reducing the number of needed configurations. Our estimate for the lifetime of the 
mechanism was 10 years with an estimate of 2400 masks configured annually. At an average mask configuration rate of 
2011 masks per year, we should meet and exceed our 10 year goal. 
Although different observing teams design multi-object slitmasks that are unique to their own scientific programs, there 
are a handful of common mask designs that observers can use. The common masks use only a subset of bars in the 
central region of the mask as shown in Figure 4. The left most image of Figure 4 shows the central region of an observer 
designed mask. Figure 4b then shows the central region opened for imaging use when focusing the telescope. To save 
reconfiguration time, we efficiently reposition only the bars that are blocking the central 50ʺ FOV. Thus, instead of a 
rigid square configuration, the imaging area has sections where either the left or right bar in a pair remains in position for 
the science slits while the other in the pair is moved to the open focus position. The mask shown in Figure 4c is used for 
single objects, often used for standard stars, and is a “short” longslit. Lonslits may be as long as the full FOV (6ʹ) but 
again, to save reconfiguration time; typically only five slits are configured for a longslit. Note that the software closes 
alignment boxes in longslit mode to ensure those regions of the detector are not overexposed. The right most image of 
Figure 4 shows a “long2pos” mask that is a two-position, three-bar length longslit. The central bar is an alignment box 
just like the typical longslit.  
Observers typically design masks with targets spread over a 3ʹ x 6ʹ FOV which results in different wavelength coverage 
of the H and K bands depending on slit location. The long2pos mask and the observing software that goes with it, was 
developed in the second year of science operations to help observers efficiently acquire calibration spectra for the full H 
and K bands. The flexibility of the software and the CSU was leveraged to create these additional observing tools. 
Because of the large offsets needed to put a standard star at both long2pos positions, a guide star must be near the central 
region of the guider. However, we often complete the quick set of standard observations unguided because exposure 
times for standards are relatively short (4-10 seconds).  
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Figure 6 shows how the software uses the images and FITS header information to find and align a star in a box. The 
software measures the peak right of the desired location (red line) which is offset from the box center. After aligning the 
star in the box, observers then redeploy the box to a slit to maximize their science observations.  
 
Figure 6. Screen grab from the SAT fine alignment software (left) and the sky, source, and differenced images used for 
alignment (right).  The dashed yellow line is the box plus object profile projected along the rows (x) and columns (y) of the 
detector. The green box at the bottom indicates where the software identified the box area. The vertical red line marks the 
desired position of the star. The white line is the object profile after the sky emission was subtracted. The dotted white line 
is the measured center of the object peak.  
4. MITIGATING ISSUES AND IMPROVING EFFICIENCY 
MOSFIRE’s operational performance is exceptionally stable, reliable, and predictable. By the end of the first observing 
semester (2013A), we had identified all of the common issues that resulted in procedural efficiency losses and a 4-6% 
time loss due to faults (see Figure 1). The time lost due to faults in 2013A was below the observatory average by a 
couple of percent, which reinforced our belief that MOSFIRE was a remarkably well-constructed instrument. The 
primary issues we did uncover involved CSU motion, detector server image write timeouts, and global keyword server 
faults. To mitigate these issues and improve observing efficiencies, we made procedural changes and software 
modifications. In the subsections below, we describe these lessons learned that have led to an increase of more than 10% 
in science time in over four years as faults decreased and on-sky science time increased (see Figure 1), and perhaps just 
as importantly, the modifications resulted in a more pleasant observing experience for MOSFIRE observers. 
4.1 CSU Fatal Errors  
During commissioning and the first observing semester in 2012, the most glaring problem was what became known as a 
“CSU Fatal Error.” This error occurs when the CSU bars are in motion. When the CSU system senses a fault, the 
electronics power down to protect the hardware from possible damage and the status GUIs warn users that a fatal error 
occurred. To recover from this fault, we had to initialize the CSU, requiring about 90 minutes to complete.  
Frequently, this error occurred during afternoon setup and calibrations, but the error also occurred on sky, resulting in 
significant time lost. We learned that the frequency was higher in the afternoon for two reasons. First, observers would 
send a sequence of CSU moves coupled with arcs and flat exposures in relatively short intervals (< 20 minutes) as part of 
the calibration script sequencing. Thus, more mask configurations were completed in the few hours before sunset than 
during the same time at the night. Second, calibrations were acquired with MOSFIRE rotated such that the CSU bars 
would move parallel to the horizon (rotator positions of 0 or 180 degrees). Although, we expected that this mechanism 
orientation was the most favorable for bar movement because the motion was orthogonal to the gravity vector, it became 
clear that the least favorable rotator angles for configuring the CSU were 0 and 180 degrees (i.e. horizontal motion) and 
that all other rotator angles did not experience the so-called fatal errors (see Figure 7). 
Currently, there are no error codes that may be used to track down what is causing the power-down behavior, so we have 
yet to identify a fix. Instead, we have taken steps to speed-up the recovery process. New software was created to take 
advantage of the CSU’s last known bar state. Following an error, we acquire an image of the current configuration, and 
then use an edge detection algorithm to pinpoint the bar positions. We then update the state file using our measured bar 
positions, and force the CSU to read this state file after the controller is power cycled to recover from the fatal error shut 
down. The measured positions are not accurate enough to precisely configure a mask, but they are accurate enough to 
move the bars safely back to the open mask configuration. The open mask puts the bars very close to the bar home 
positions, and homing the CSU from an open mask configuration takes only 25 minutes, saving roughly 60 minutes 
compared to the full initialization sequence. 
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writing data to disk will cause the readout software to timeout and abort an exposure sequence.  When constructing a 
FITS data product, a temporary file call “filename.fits.writing” is created and then later moved to filename.fits. Our 
investigations indicated that there is a TCP Disconnect that happens from the SidecarServer.exe (random port) to 
SidecarApp.exe supplied with the system that delayed a file move. When this disconnects, some recoveries took longer 
than 60 seconds and resulted in a time out.  
We have not solved this issue, but we have applied a band-aid in the form of logging that monitors the SidecarApp.exe 
and SidecarServer.exe. The logging is very minimal. In addition, we have a second script that “touches” files on the 
network drives every 30 seconds. By keeping the system active via logging and touching files, the file write times are 
minimized, and time outs are eliminated.  
The second issue is a “read timeout failure” and these are typically rare (1 out of ~5,000 exposures). Our suspicion is that 
there is a connection issue between the JADE2 and the Augmentix computer. This manifests itself as a FITS file with all 
zero values and a header with keywords that indicate an abort occurred. Because this happens so rarely, the lost time is 
less than 3 minutes or less, and the failure does not interrupt a sequence of exposures, we have not investigated this issue 
any further.  
4.4 Slit Drift 
One enormous benefit for MOSFIRE has been feedback from the observing community, who has remained invested in 
the success of the instrument. The community’s careful analysis of MOSFIRE spectra revealed that objects would 
sometimes drift parallel to the slit length over a two hour observing sequence. Although initially observed as a drift 
along the slit, careful analysis of the target signal by Dr. Steidel revealed that the stars were also drifting perpendicular to 
the slit. The community responded by including a bright star in their spectroscopic mask designs so that they could 
monitor the drift and correct for it during data reduction. After 2.5 years of observing, the MOSDEF and KBSS science 
teams provided measured drifts over multiple nights, and from those measurements, we developed an empirical model to 
correct for the observed drift.  
Our model has two components. First, differential atmospheric refraction (DAR) contributes about half the observed 
drift magnitude when observing in the K band. DAR is present because the guider’s calculated central wavelength is a 
constant 872 nm, while the science data are acquired in the YJHK passbands.  The second drift component is attributed 
to mechanical differential flexure between the guider camera and the MOSFIRE detector. 
 
Figure 11. Slit drift with DAR removed. The drift along the slit is relatively linear when plotted against the gravity 
vector that is a function of both telescope elevation and the instrument rotation. The gravity vector of one implies the 
vector is parallel to the slit length. 
To correct for the mechanical component of the drift, software was added to the observatory guiding system. Because of 
this effort, the hooks for mechanical flexure correction are now available for all Keck instruments. For DAR correction, 
MOSFIRE needed to communicate to the telescope what science filter is in use during an observations. Keck staff 
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modified GUIs and scripts to monitor the filter changes and update telescope central wavelength guiding parameters. As 
the telescope elevation and instrument rotation changes to track the sky, the software sends a differential correction 
relative to the initial elevation and instrument rotation for the observing sequence.  
5. DATA PROCESSING 
The MOSFIRE data reduction pipeline (DRP), developed by the MOSFIRE team under the leadership of N. Konidaris 
and C. Steidel, has contributed tremendously to the scientific success of the instrument: it has enabled the user 
community to quickly navigate the intricacies of multi-object infrared spectroscopy and deliver science quality results in 
refereed publications. Written in Python, the pipeline is able to handle flat fielding, wavelength calibration, and pair 
subtraction. The end products are 2-D data arrays with the spectra both spatially and spectrally rectified. The pipeline 
was initially supported and maintained by the MOSFIRE team under the continued leadership of N. Konidaris.  
The community warmly supported the MOSFIRE pipeline, rigorously tested the code, and above all else, drove 
development in new directions by challenging the reduction routines with data sets acquired using new acquisition 
strategies that took advantage of MOSFIRE’s enormous flexibility. Because of this widespread support and drive for 
further improvements, the observatory decided to invest significant effort in a new initiative to take ownership of the 
pipeline, centralizing the distribution, provide the user support, and developing new features in partnership and in 
collaboration with existing MOSFIRE members. The initiative began a new direction for Keck Observatory that, until 
MOSFIRE, supported a pipeline only if it was required for real-time use.    
In 2015, the Observatory produced a new version of the pipeline under the leadership of L. Rizzi, with support for new 
observing modes, an easier installation procedure and an optionally less interactive interface in particular for wavelength 
calibration and file management.  We serve the code using a publicly available github repository at https://keck-
datareductionpipelines.github.io/MosfireDRP/.  Because the code is distributed using git, the GitHub was a natural 
destination for hosting the code, and with it we can: 
• Respond to observer requests and concerns using a built-in ticket submission and tracking system 
• Merge contributed code from both the community and observatory staff 
• Track statistics on code usage and distribution 
In the released version, the pipeline is able to autonomously reduce most of the MOSFIRE observations and because it is 
so robust, the MOSFIRE DRP is planned as an addition to the Keck Observatory Archive (KOA). KOA will eventually 
serve not just raw MOSFIRE data but also the products from the automated reduction routines. In preparation for KOA 
and to further improve the code for the MOSFIRE community, new features are being added. We are breaking the 
dependence on IRAF and a specific Python distribution for easier installation and maintenance. In addition, we hope to 
provide observers with more data products by adding spectral extraction. Although inclusion into KOA will occur at a 
later date, the next release of new features to the community is due in the Fall 2016.  
6. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 
We continue to seek improvements with MOSFIRE to further increase the on-sky time spent collecting science. There is 
a point where there may be diminishing returns for our efforts, but we think for MOSFIRE there are still gains to be 
made. Below we suggest what to pursue in the future to improve the observing experience for our MOSFIRE 
community.  
Although our avoidance strategy has worked remarkably well when configuring the CSU, we would like to characterize 
as much as we can the bar motions that result in fatal errors. As a metric for why this is important, we can examine the 
average time required to align a multi-object slitmask, and for our three instruments, those durations are 4.5, 9, and 12 
minutes for DEIMOS, LRIS, and MOSFIRE, respectively. The alignment times represent the time between the start of a 
slew to the next target and the start of the first science exposure on that target. The error avoidance strategy we employ 
for MOSFIRE all but eliminates faults, but the strategy decreases observing efficiency.  
Because most of the overhead with mask alignment involves waiting for the CSU to move, it is difficult to reduce the 
overheads in aligning a mask. But if we can eliminate CSU fatal errors, we can save on-sky time by rotating and 
reconfiguring the CSU simultaneously. Over the past four years, 2,845 multi-object slitmasks were aligned on sky. If, the 
average telescope slew and setup time is 60s per mask, then over the last four years, MOSFIRE observers have waited 
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for the telescope for a total of five nights. Thus, we would like to characterize and better understand how to use the CSU 
during slews and at arbitrary rotator angles.  
The strong desire to obtain full wavelength coverage in H and K bands motivated the design and supporting software for 
the long2pos mask (see section 3). If observers want to acquire standards in both Y or J and H or K, two longslit masks 
are currently used: long2pos for HK and a single longslit for YJ observations. Because this requires two different masks 
to be configured, observers are naturally requesting a three position longslit mask that is suitable for all spectroscopic 
bands and observing scripts and GUIs to orchestrate the data acquisition sequence. Because the offsets are large, 
predictive tools are needed to help ensure that a guide star will be available for all three slit positions.  
A preview of the guider fields would be especially useful for mask design to help select bright guide stars where they are 
not always readily available in fields such as Hubble Deep fields. We are planning on adding this functionality to the 
MAGMA software along with a few minor improvements suggested by the observing community. The community is so 
fond of MAGMA over other mask design tools that the observatory is exploring how to update the mask design software 
for our two optical multi-object spectrographs with a look, feel, and functionality that matches MAGMA. 
Last, having software to confirm bar positions in real-time, rather than relying entirely on observers to recognize the 
problems presented in section 4.2 is another area for improvement. New observers cannot easily identify a problem, and 
we have had instances where out-of-position bars went unnoticed by the observing team and support staff.   
7. MOSFIRE ENABLED SCIENCE  
The astronomical science that is completed using MOSFIRE is extensive and diverse. Many observing teams are taking 
advantage of MOSFIRE’s multiplexing capabilities to gain an understanding of larger populations that are statistically 
significant via long term surveys. But other observing teams are characterizing single objects by taking advantage of the 
exceptional sensitivity of MOSFIRE on Keck I.  Very briefly we highlight below some of the extraordinary science 
being completed with MOSFIRE. 
• Understanding the epoch of re-ionization: Since commissioning, observers have been using MOSFIRE to look 
back to when the first stars and galaxies started re-ionization the intergalactic medium, a little over 13 billion 
years ago. Observing teams are probing this epoch by understanding and characterizing the galaxies observed at 
redshifts of 7 < z < 9 and discerning the stellar masses and star formation rates. Observations with MOSFIRE 
have been setting redshift records that include z=7.512315, 7.6610, 7.7316, and 8.6817, and as of 1 June 2016, 
MOSFIRE has observed and confirmed four out of the six most distant astronomical objects. 
• Galaxy surveys:  
o The Keck Baryonic Structure Survey (KBSS), led by Dr. Steidel, surveys galaxies at the peak of 
galaxy formation (2<z<3) and explores the relationship between intergalactic baryons and galaxies in 
the same survey volumes. The extent of the sample and the quality of the spectra have enabled the 
team to map the distribution and properties of gas neighboring star forming galaxies in their target 
fields. The team is extending their study using MOSFIRE to survey the fields at JHK bands, and the 
the analysis of a sample of 251 galaxies in 15 fields was one of the first results published5 in 
MOSFIRES’s first two years of operation. 
o MOSFIRE’s expected increase in sensitivity and survey efficiency enabled the MOSFIRE Deep 
Evolution Field (MOSDEF) Survey team to canvass ~1500 galaxies so that they may discern the 
spectroscopic properties at a critical time during the expected assembly of galaxies and the growth of 
black holes6. Observing in the well-studied HST legacy fields AEGIS, COSMOS, and GOODS-N, the 
MOSDEF team is characterizing the star formation and galactic nuclear activity in these galaxies as 
well as constraining their masses, morphologies, and their interactions with baryonic matter. The team 
has amassed nine refereed publications to date18. 
• Observations with MOSFIRE are challenging previous thinking on the co-evolution of galaxy and black hole 
growth. In a few galaxies 11 billion light years away, the black hole masses may have 10 percent of the total 
mass of the galaxy19, well above the typical ratio of 1 percent. The observations suggest that during formation, 
the black hole grew so quickly that the host galaxy was not able to keep up during early evolutionary phases.  
• One of the next steps in exoplanet research, now that a few thousand expolanets are known, is to ascertain the 
composition of their atmospheres, with the goal of finding signatures that may suggest the planet could support 
life. To make very sensitive measurements of their atmospheric composition, a handful of observing teams have 
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created slitmask with 2-4 wide slits (10 arcsec or more) that isolate the light from a transiting planet star system 
and 1 to 3 spectrophotometric references. MOSFIRE’s stability to precisely hold the slit position and the 
detector sensitivity are enabling the visiting scientist to differentiate between competing atmospheric models for 
the transiting planet9,20. For the transiting ice giant GJ 3470b, MOSFIRE observations confirm that the 
atmosphere has a hazy, low-methane atmosphere, or alternatively, it may be extremely metal rich9. 
One of the results to come from MOSFIRE is presented in Figure 12 showing a correlation of Oxygen and Hydrogen 
abundances with the star formation rate in the universe. The cloud of dark points represent the nearby galaxies (z=0) 
while the blue and red markers indicate galaxies with redshifts of z~3.5 tend to have a higher rate of star formation and 
therefore the typical conditions for star formation must be different than those in the local universe; the conditions 
require more ionization or radiation pressure to trigger higher star formation rates (SFR). The second interesting thing is 
that the tail in the local neighborhood of galaxies (z~0) has similar SFR to the high redshift galaxies. Because the physics 
must be the same in these galaxy types, we can study the local galaxies with high SFRs to learn more about the early 
universe. 
 
Figure 12. Star formation rate for the local group of galaxies (black) and galaxies at a redshift of Z~3.5 (red and blue). 
The blue open circles were galaxies observed with SINFONI/ESO while the red circles and triangles were observed on 
two separate nights with MOSFIRE.  
This science result exemplifies MOSFIRE’s technological advantages in both sensitivity and multiplexing over other 
infrared spectrographs. There are three data sets of galaxies at z~3.5 presented in Figure 12. The first observations were 
acquired using the single object near-infrared spectrograph SINFONI at the European Southern Observatory22. The 
SINFONI observations were acquired one at a time and required 180 hours of on-sky integrations. Using MOSFIRE over 
two nights (~20 hours), two observing teams more than doubled the sample size21,23. This demonstrates that the 
multiplexing capabilities provided by the CSU combined with the sensitivity of the detector system, made MOSFIRE at 
Keck Observatory more efficient by a little more than a factor of nine over other single object infrared spectrographs on 
8-10m class telescopes.  
8. SUMMARY  
MOSFIRE is taking a lead role in contributing to our understanding of the universe at infrared wavelengths. Because 
MOSFIRE is operationally friendly, has flexible software, and many issues were mitigated, MOSFIRE is robust and 
efficiently acquiring images and spectroscopy on a majority of the nights at the W. M. Keck Observatory. Annually, 
Keck staff in collaboration with MOSFIRE team members and CSEM engineers have improved the instrument either 
through software or hardware updates that have resulted in an increase of over 10% of science time.  
 
MOSFIRE’s key technological advantage is the multiplexing capability provided by the CSU. This mechanism has 
shown to be very reliable and predictable. Issues that we have encountered are well behaved and recovery from those 
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problems is routine. Both MOSFIRE and CSEM staff have been instrumental in understanding these issues and have 
been great partners for the four years of MOSFIRE’s operation.   
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